Clinical application of computer-aided design-rapid prototyping in C1-C2 operation techniques for complex atlantoaxial instability.
This is a retrospective clinical study. To evaluate the clinical efficacy of computer-aided design-rapid prototyping (CAD-RP) techniques in surgical treatments for atlantoaxial instability (AAI). The complexity of the upper cervical anatomic structures makes the procedures for the treatment of AAI particularly challenging for surgeons. The present study represents a series of C1-C2 surgery for AAI aided by CAD-RP. A total of 49 patients (21 men and 28 women) with AAI were treated in our department. According to the use of the CAD-RP technique, the patients were divided into RP group and No RP group. Preoperative CT scans of the upper cervical spine were performed for each patient. For the RP group, physical RP models of the upper cervical spine were manufactured from the 3-dimensional CT data and were used for intraoperative guidance. Personalized surgeries were performed for each case of the 2 groups. The screw malposition rate, frequency of using intraoperative fluoroscopy, operation time, blood loss, and improvement of neurological function were compared between the 2 groups. The mean follow-up duration was 32 months (range, 24-50 mo). The operations were successfully performed in 48 cases expect for 1 case in the No RP group. A total of 204 screws were placed. The intraoperative fluoroscopy frequency and operation time were significantly lower in the RP group than that in the No RP group in both posterior and anterior approaches, whereas the screw malposition rate showed no difference between the 2 groups for both approaches. After the operation, 48 cases achieved satisfactory decompression of the cervical cord and repositioning of the atlantoaxial spine. During follow-up, 47 cases presented improvements in the spinal nerve function within 2 years. CAD-RP techniques have significant benefits for surgeons providing personalized treatments for AAI, especially cases with complicated deformities.